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“The Sad and Serious Lantern is a Magic Chinese Lantern that
shows a light inside our heads and helps us all to think”

This ancient Lantern was found in an overgrown garden
at the end of Ice House Road Stowmarket. It was found
by President Fox, when he picked it up it tilted and gave
off a blue beam. Fox followed the beam and it lead him to
Lantern County.
For years it stood on my desk, but one day the Man in the
Moon telephoned me, he told me to put my paw on it,
because when I did the world would make better sense.
He then sent Miss Money Spider with a message; if I
placed the Lantern on my paw and she sat on my nose, it
would take us to any planet in the universe in an instant;
and it does.
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Tippy is the short name for ‘Thought Penny Puppy’;
he does ask a lot of questions. These twins are the
grandchildren of Lord Goodwords Grit, the family
poet; watch out for his rhymes, poems, and maybe
songs. (In Lantern County music is made by
tadpoles in lines). The X factor in the equation is
that two or more brains give four or more thoughts;
every happy acorn child needs a pal to play with.
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“The Man in the Moon,
attended by the parent
angels Ebb and Flo,
shovels down loads
of Moon Dust”

Moon Dust is the greatest magic, it comes from all over the
universe and carries pictures, images, and ideas from other life
on other planets. Perhaps each tiny grain is a disc or a chip
that plays inside children’s heads as they sleep; it is knowledge
from outside the planet Earth. Miss Money Spider and her
1000’s of friends play in this dust, and this often gives them
one ‘good thought’ to bring down as a ‘daydream’. If a little
spider lands on you, say ‘thank you’ and then give him a gentle
puff of your warm breath to send him back up into the sky.

“The morning shift are busy sending
up bags of grit to be gathered by the
Money Spiders. It is tied to balloons
filled with magic gas”

A shift of miners, organised by President Fox, are
busy sending Grit up in the sky to be gathered by
the hordes of Money Spiders. There are several
shifts and all are pleased to do this hard work
that adds ‘Grit’ to children’s dreams, listen to
President Fox; “When this Grit is added to Moon
Dust, their dreams put sunshine in children’s hearts
that will last forever.”
		

What a lovely message from Fox.
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“This is fun time for
the 1000’s of boy and
girl money spiders.
Down comes the magic
moon dust, up comes
the magnetic grit. They
mix them together for
dreams that will last
forever”

“Spiders are too small and too far up to see; but we can
feel the pleasure and fun these tiny creatures get, all busy
as bees making sure the dreams come with grit”
“We never see this work as a chore, we enjoy
being a part in little human lives; effort no
matter how small will always bring some
pleasure somewhere”
“And when the moon dust and grit arrives,
we Angels will give lots to children and a little
to mum’s and dad’s; everyone needs a dream”

“The children of angels Ebb and Flo work hard to
make sure every house gets a fair share of Moon
Dust and Grit, dreams and courage. In case the
Vicar has dozed off, there is one on the church”

“Now the plan is complete, all the hard work of the
Grit miners, Man in the Moon, Money Spiders
and Moon Angels means that every chld will
have a happy dream; some mum’s and dad’s
too. New babies get a double dose; and new babies
have two tiny Moon Angels to live with them forever.
President Fox says that they teach them all about smell,
taste, hearing, sight, and touch; the common senses”
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“The Wizardly watch Tower keeps all
children safe as they sleep”
“The Wizardly Watch Tower was my MI.5D, HQ where
we saved the English Oak Tree from Dutch Oak Disease.
It’s new job is to watch over children as they sleep,
snug and warm. The windows are lit by
glow-worms supplied by President Fox.
Gigga Lee Grit deletes harmful
internet messages.

Frederick C Webb
“I may look like a gnarled old oak, but my acorns are fresh”

The Happy Acorn Club
‘Wall Book’
‘THE SEVEN PAGES OF WISDOM’
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The magic Lantern helps us to think.
Tippy and Grace give us love and friendship.
The Man in the Moon sends down Dream Dust.
The Grit Miners send up Grit and courage.
Money spiders mix dreams with grit.
Moon Angels make sure every child gets an equal share of ‘Moon Dust and Grit’.
The ‘Wizardly Watch Tower’ keeps children safe as they sleep.

Canis de Huminus Amicus Super Estis. A man’s best friend is his dog.
Lord Grit of Lantern County in Suffolk invites you to visit his family ‘Sit’, Kindred Hall; and meet his many
relatives and friends on; Webb’s Wonderful Web’s
www.winstongrit.com | www.happyacornclub.com | www.plumtreefaith.com
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